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I was a healthy, licensed architect workmg

u, Hawaii when I became severely ill from wireless radiation

poisoning and nearly died. I went from 117 pounds to 77 pounds in a couple of months in 1996. Cell phone use
and cell phone towers proliferated commercially at this time. I was forced to leave my job as Chief Architect for
Student Housing Projects at the University of Hawaii and travel to the US Mainland for medical treatment.
Eventually I became so sensitized to microwave radiation from cell phone towers and affected electrical fields on
wiring (that is overloaded and used for internet carriers etc.) that I had to seek refuge in a quiet zone in West
Virginia. (There are no cell phone towers here due to the Radio Astronomy Observatory. However there are
some problems here as well on the electrical and telephone lines; there is stray ground current, overloaded lines,
poor or inadequate neutrals etc in much of the country, including here. Nevertheless when I came to this area
and lived on a farm in a hollow without electricity or cell phone reception I began to gain weight and physically
improve. I was 82 pounds when I first came to the quiet zone in 2011 and am now 130 pounds. )
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By 2010 I had already been forced to move several times d!J~ to higher and higher rev.els of wire,I!T~s radiation
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proliferating in each of the areas I lived in. Since 1996 I had worked very hard to improve my health 'at great cost
and sacrifice. By 2009 I had recovered a portion of my health and weighed 120 pounds, but in 2Q10 I again
became very ill after being exposed to RF radiation in a house in NY, and lost 50 pounds for the third time since
1996. I had seizures when exposed to wireless smart meters and high cell phone usage areas and would have to
lie in my.car all day for hours in an area that had little or no cell phone . reception near the Long Island
sound.
., .!
, When I finally heard about the cell phone free area in West Virginia I was driven here by my son w.ithin 48 hours.
My family was certain I was dying and very distressed. I could not live with them due to blanketed wifi in their

city; I tried but lasted only three days; they did not want to see me die alone but I had to sleep in my
car all winter
,:\·,
in 5 to 10 degree weather even though I was paying $800 a month for a room in NY state. I could not stay in the
room due to the wireless radiation in the house. I experienced heightened and debilitating symptoms that
continued until I moved to West Virginia. I became so sensitized to electricity that I had to build a tiny, moveable
cabin without electricity, running water or plumbing. I am an American citizen, born and raised here and a
professional architect but I now am living as a refugee in my own land due to the current and ever growing levels
of wireless radiation. I also write books and was unable to workon

a computer for seven years.

I am now able to

work on a hard-wired computer in areas where there is no wireless, without getting ill. When I am sick, it is
difficult, if not impossible to go to most medical offices because there is wireless radiation inthe clinics and
hospitals. I feel I do not have basic human rights even to medical care·. Many stores, public facilities and
buildings now have wireless. It is difficult for me to shop for food, go to the library or file my taxes without
getting exposed to wireless radiation and becoming ill, just trying to do the simplest of tasks.
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If smart meters used fibef optics instead of wireless signaling, if phone lines were hard wired and not subjected to

.
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what is termed "dirty electricity," if chord less phones in homes were not used and instead land lines with long
'

telephone chords were used, and if computers were hard-wired instead of wireless-based I could lead an almost
normal life: I could use the public libraries, go on the internet on hard wired computers, shop in grocery stores
without getting violently ill and contribute much to the society at large. I was not born an invalid. I love to work
and have many talents; I enjoy being of service to others. It was not my dream to live in a 7 foot by 12 foot cabin
without electricity or plumbing or water but it is something I have had to adapt to due to the wireless, smart grid,
the wireless smart meters, the overloaded electrical and telephone lines and the proliferation of cell phones and
towers, wireless toys and gadgets adinfintum. I love technology and progress but do not think it should be
recklessly advanced at the expense of people's health. America is supposed to be a democracy but for me
personally, with a condition like mine, it is a technological dictatorship. I not only do not have the right to be well;
I do not, apparently, have the right, according to the act of 1996, even to mention health with regards to cell
phone towers. When I first became ill I didn't even know what a cell phone tower was, but over the years I have
come to study the many technical and scientific reports on both sides of the issue. Scientific studies by the cell
phone industry run the risk of extreme bias due to monetary interests. Studies done by independent scientists
with no particular agenda are often silenced or purposely discredited. The cell phone and wireless industry could
develop safer technologies and still make billions of dollars providing an alternative to the mass proliferation of
wireless systems. I obviously have nothing against industry making money providing technical services to the
public; but I am sick; my life has been robbed from me; I know countless others such as myself; professionals with
much to contribute that now are forced to sleep in cars in forests or move from place to place in an attempt to
get away from heavily wireless areas that have a debilitating effect on them. This is a growing problem in a
growing population. If we are to believe the conservative estimates (that only 3% of the world population is
currently suffering with identifiable symptoms of non-ionizing radiation poisoning, in a world of about 7 billion
people) that is still at least 250 million people worldwide, and a sign of what's to tome for the greater populace
as RF levels increase. This 250 million estimate does not include all the people that have gotten cancer, leukemia,
brain tumors, autistic disorders and many other EMF/RF related conditions well documented by scientists,
researchers, doctors, and even the World Health Organization nor does it include animals, nor cows on dairy
farms that have been severely affected by high voltage wires and wireless radiation.
In summary, I, like many others have been injured by RF radiation that complies with current exposure limits. I
have been repeatedly driven out of my city, my home, my work place and my community. When I am in a car
accident I cannot go to the hospital due to wireless radiation; I cannot shop in most stores or go into many public
buildings. In short I have no right to enjoy a healthy life; I am forced to live in isolation, wondering what kind of
downturn my health might take when the next wireless invention and subsequent exposure comes to my area. I
think I can say with confidence that living under this reckless technological dictatorship, in my condition, is in
some ways worse than living under Stalin. At least most of Stalin's victims had their health up until their moment
of execution or enforced exile. I have been forced into a physically tortuous exile in the name of unregulated,
scarcely measured wireless proliferation, video games, frivolous apps, the pursuit of wireless gadgets, surveillance
and spying, smart chips, smart meters and an endless array of gadgets to be used by a world population of guinea
pigs. Do the countless scientific studies that have been done mean nothing to the FCC? I implore you to consider
my case. I am not the only person suffering from RF radiation. This could become a nightmare for the FCC in the
years ahead. Thank you for reading this, and I hope, taking preventative action in the future.

--J.A.Wood

